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• The residential building sector and energy 
efficiency

• Case Study: Energy efficiency decision making in 
apartment construction

• What should we aim for?
• The way forward: Intervention points and 

strategies
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THE RESIDENTIAL BUILDING SECTOR & ENERGY 
EFFICIENCY
Multi-unit and Detached Housing



Buildings sector - greatest potential for effective 
low-cost climate change mitigation1

• Globally - buildings sector responsible for 
~30% of CO2 emissions in 20172

• The residential sector responsible for: 
– EU - ~ 40% of the total energy consumption3

– US - ~22% of domestic primary energy use 
(2014) 4

– Australia 10.8% of final energy consumption 
(2018)

– New Zealand ~10% of CO2 emissions (in 2006)6

1 (Ghaffarianhoseini et al., 2013)
2 (International Energy Agency, 2019)
3 (Kmet’kovä & Krajčik, 2015)

4 (Kneifel, O’Rear, Webb, & O’Fallon, 2018)
5 (Australian Government Department of the Environment and Energy, 2018)
6 Ministry of Economic Development (MED) (2006)



Context: Changing housing stock in Australia

Rosewall, T. and Shoory, M. (2017) Houses and Apartments in Australia, Bulletin. Sydney: Reserve Bank of Australia. Available at: 
https://www.rba.gov.au/publications/bulletin/2017/jun/pdf/bu-0617-reserve-bank-bulletin.pdf#page=4.

Growth of apartments as a percentage of Australian residential building approvals and increase in investment in higher-density dwellings



Design and construction ecosystem
• Typically a speculative developer is the key 

proponent/client (unlike for detached homes)
– Prioritise market value over end-use value
– Future resident not involved in the design

• Complex and varied economic and investment 
environment

– Larger developments, sold largely to investors
• Complexity of the design, approvals, and 

construction process, and supply chain
– Mid-rise apartment – 55 weeks, >1000 

workers
– Delays in sub-structure leads to frequent 

catch-up during fit-out



Palmer, J. S. (2016). Consolidating the Australian Dream: Reconfiguring the Multi-Unit Housing Network. 
University of Adelaide.

Different systems of provision for: 
Multi-unit housing Detached Housing



Energy consumption by housing type

Crawford, R. H., & Fuller, R. J. (2011). Energy and Greenhouse Gas Emissions Implications of Alternative Housing Types 
for Australia.



Energy efficiency regulations, standards and targets
Regulatory Market-based

NSW BASIX (Building Sustainability Index) – 10% - 45% reduction target for 
GHG emissions
SEPP 65 Apartment Design Guide – design quality, but also solar and 
daylight access and provision of cross ventilation13.

Green Star Multi-Unit residential14

Passive House15

E.g. City of Sydney Sustainable Sydney 
2030 plan with targets for apartment 
buildings14

Rest of 
Australia

NCC Section J / various NatHERS average and minimums13

Victoria – Better Apartments design guide
As above

International European Union – ‘Nearly zero-energy’ new buildings by 202016

– Energy Performance Certificates for all homes
UK – All new homes to be zero-carbon by 2016, introduced in 2006, 
repealed in 2015 17, 18

New Zealand - Energy Efficiency Clause H1 of the NZBC. 
South Korea - Future building regulatory performance targets of near 
net-zero energy or carbon19

USA - cost-effective net zero energy buildings by 202519

California - all new residential construction will be net-zero by 202019

Various rating schemes 
e.g. BREEAM, LEED, Green Star, 
PassivHaus, Living Building Challenge, 
Homestar (NZ)



BASIX for
Apartments

Source: BASIX, 2019



APARTMENTS
Energy Efficiency Decision-Making



• Understand the factors that drive decisions during 
the apartment design, compliance and 
construction process to aid government to identify 
opportunities and effective decision points for 
interventions

• SBRC/UOW collaboration with UNSW under the 
CRC for Low Carbon Living partnership with the 
NSW Government Energy Efficiency Decision 
Making Node.

• SBRC/UOW team: Dr Tillmann Boehme, Dr Matt 
Daly, Dr Emily Ryan, Alberto Escribano, Dr Matt 
Pepper, Prof Paul Cooper

Energy efficiency decision making in the apartment 
construction lifecycle



Initiation Building Design Pre-construction
Design

Construction Delivery and 
Handover

Occupation

Developer

Designer

Sales & Marketing 
Consultant

ESD Consultant

Local Council

Principal Certifying 
Authority

Main Construction
Contractor

End user (Resident) 

Energy efficiency decision making in apartment construction



Energy efficiency decision making – the pressure points
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1) No specific discussion 
of BASIX in visioning and 

internal target setting

We have no policy to exceed it 
[BASIX], it's just meet it. 

(Developer 1)

4) BASIX/Energy performance modelling and 
assessment late in design process

we see BASIX as a box tick. You know, we don't see 
the developments are improved by the BASIX process 

at all. We rarely get any of our designs or buildings 
that get a fail on BASIX or even sort of push that limit, 
it's always just BASIX is the last thing you do and you 
get that box ticked and submit it to council… (Designer 

1)

3) Apartment Design Guide more 
influential in energy efficiency / 

thermal comfort design decisions

So it's actually, I think the ADG… are 
stricter and they are actually having a 

larger impact in the design of multi-units 
and residential than the actual BASIX. 

(Designer 6)

5) BASIX assessments generally results 
in fine-tuning, not major design changes

They [ESD consultants]… know which ones 
are less impact to sort of design and then 

propose those first, and it's like low hang fruit 
type things, and then we'll all go, "Yeah hot 

water system", alright yeah whatever.

6) Council scope to encourage 
exceedance of BASIX minimum is 

limited

the question of how far do you, how far do 
you raise the bar? How far do you push? 

And will we be able to defend that in 
court? (City Council 1)

1 2

3

4

5

6

2) BASIX generally not referenced in the 
brief to architect

it's a given that, that we would comply with 
BASIX, our architects would make sure as a 

minimum standard that we comply with BASIX. 
(Developer 4)



7) Post-DA changes by 
development design 

team

9) PCA engaged by Developer

I had a discussion recently with a client who, 
where the clients representatives said, "we'll get 
another opinion from another certifier."… Oh, we 
use this guy cause we know he'll just kinda put it 

through.(Designer 4)

8) Redesign for 
constructability changes

10) Procurement - Questions of quality 
control of material suppliers

So again builders will find the cheapest. They [will 
source from elsewhere] and they'll have to provide 

certification but in this instance… wherever this 
had come from we don't know… just did not work. 

(Designer 4)

7

9

8
10





12) Mandated inspection points for 
certifiers not specific to energy 

efficiency elements

So theoretically I think someone could 
leave the insulation out of a wall and 

probably not get caught up on it (Builder 
1)

11) Construction contractor and 
sub-contractor compliance with 

BASIX requirements

at the moment it would just be you 
know, contracted as part of the 

builder’s contract to make sure that 
they achieve compliance no matter 

what it is. (Builder 3)

11

12



13) Low customer demand for energy 
efficiency and sustainability

It hasn't been to date, it's not a pull factor… 
That's probably why we haven't spent a lot of 
time on it too, is it comes back down to the 

customer and if they're not seeing it as 
important, we use that intel into some of the 

decision making we do. (Developer 1)

14) No post construction 
monitoring of BASIX compliance

I think the biggest gap is in the 
execution and the policing. Policing is 
the wrong word but you know what I 

mean… Compliance assessment and 
auditing. We're not doing any audits at 

the end (ESD Consultant)

14

13



Summary

• Low minimum standards mean that little thought is given to 
designing for energy efficiency

• Increased risk of conflict of interest as the certifiers are relying on 
the developers for future employment opportunities

• Minimal incentive to exceed minimum standards – lack of interest 
from mass-market consumers

• No post-construction monitoring or auditing of to verify if the 
Energy Efficiency performance is as expected

• Low minimum standards mean that little thought is required to 
designing for energy efficiency

• Increased risk of conflict of interest as the certifiers are relying on 
the developers for future employment opportunities

• Minimal incentive to exceed minimum standards – lack of interest 
from mass-market consumers

• No post-construction monitoring or auditing of to verify if the 
Energy Efficiency performance is as expected



Modelled v Measured apartment energy consumption

Ding, L. et al. (2019) Validating and improving the BASIX assessment tool for low-carbon dwellings. Sydney: Low Carbon Living CRC.



Modelled v Measured apartment energy consumption
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Comparison between measured Thermal Energy and Modelled Thermal Energy Delivery 
into Apartment

AccuRate Modeling Measured

Doctoral research:
Characterising Thermal Comfort, Building Envelope, Energy 

Consumption, and Occupant Behaviours in nine 
apartments

AccuRate Modelled vs Measured 
AC Consumption

Usage of 
Natural 

ventilation 
vs AC

Beltrame S, Ongoing PhD research at SBRC



WHAT ARE WE AIMING FOR?



Pathways to improving building energy efficiency
The NCC Building Code Energy Performance Trajectory project identified the most impactful and cost-effective measures for 
upgrading the energy efficiency performance of various housing archetypes, including residential apartments

ASBEC, & ClimateWorks Australia. (2018). Built to Perform: An industry led 
pathway to a zero carbon ready building code.

Upfront cost for improvements 
(based on conservative 
assumptions): 
• ~$6,800 for the modelled 

apartment archetype ($89 
per square metre), 

• ~$8,000 for the attached 
housing archetype ($63 per 
square metre) and 

• ~$14,000 for the detached 
housing archetype ($74 per 
square metre). 



INTERVENING IN THE HOUSING SYSTEM



System of energy efficient housing

Intervention Points
Intervention Strategies



Survey: Most significant intervention to encourage higher BASIX targets 
and energy efficiency outcomes?

Online survey of industry stakeholders (n =74)

Intervention Points
1. Government action on 

minimum standards
2. Increase compliance 

during construction
3. Increase customer 

demand for 
sustainability

4. Incentives for 
developers to exceed 
minimum standard

Intervention point



Policy interventions to embed energy efficiency
Objective Intervention Point Policy strategies

1) Raise energy
efficiency targets

Government action to increase 
apartment sustainability

Increase the minimum energy efficiency (BASIX) target, and/or,

Greater focus on energy efficiency in Apartment Design Guidelines 

Timeline for future performance target increases

2) Strengthen
compliance of as-
built

Measures to increase compliance to 
ensure apartments as constructed 
meet modelled energy efficiency 
performance

Greater certifier scrutiny of energy efficiency relevant building 
elements during construction certification

Bond linked testing of building performance at completion of 
construction (OC stage) and/or

Bond linked monitoring of performance post-construction (70%, 4 
years, 5%)

3) Increase 
customer demand

Implement policies to improve 
customer understanding and demand 
for sustainability and energy efficiency 
in apartment construction

Mandatory disclosure of building environmental performance

Training for real estate agents to inform buyers of sustainability 
features e.g. Liveability

Public education and information campaigns

4) Incentivise
developers to 
exceed

Provide incentives for developers to 
exceed existing minimum BASIX 
standards

Priority (expedited) approvals for ‘green’ developments

Other incentives such as financial grants, concessions and rebates, or 
access to development opportunities.



Homes with higher energy ratings sell for more.

The majority (23) of the 27 
relevant studies we reviewed 
found more energy-efficient 
homes fetch higher prices than 
less energy-efficient, but 
otherwise comparable, homes. 

Price premium - typically around 
5% to 10%. 

Daly, D., Kokogiannakis, G., Zwagerman, M., Burton, C., Cooper, P., & Malgorzata, L. (2019). What are the effects 
of residential building energy performance disclosure policies on property values?: Rapid review of 
comparative evidence.



SBRC - KEY RESEARCH ACTIVITIES

• Sustainable and Resilient Buildings: 
Construction, Performance, Retrofit, Precincts & 
Supply Chain

• Energy: Sustainable and Efficient Utilization, 
Generation and Storage

• Human Factors: Comfort, Health and Wellbeing
• Modelling and Decision Support Systems.
• Automation, Sensing and Control
• Building Insights Test Facility 



Three exemplar sustainable buildings at the SBRC
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Additional notes and data



Retrofitting, embodied energy and costs

• An inefficient old house could operate for 40 – 50 year before a 
30% more efficient new build would reach energy parity (inc.
embodied energy) (Frey 2011, cited by Jones 2017)

However,
• significant deviation between modelled retrofit CO2 reductions 

and actual reductions was not uncommon (Jones 2017)
• only 3 of 45 projects meeting their Building Performance 

Simulation (BPS) simulated CO2 targets.



Retrofitting, embodied energy and costs

Jones, D. (2017). Economic Evaluation of Retrofitting Residential Buildings for Energy 
Efficiency and Thermal Comfort. Masters Thesis, University of Wollongong



Policy to encourage energy efficiency upgrades in rental 
properties (i.e. relevant for retrofits)

Category Description
1. Energy/ Environmental performance 

disclosure
Voluntary or mandatory disclosure of energy, water efficiency and thermal performance
of a dwelling, including potential running costs, available to tenants and the broader
public.

1. Minimum environmental standards 
(MES)

Legislated and enforced minimum sustainability/energy efficiency standards for rental
properties

1. Improved rental rights Provide longer-term lease periods and greater rights for tenants to improve their rental
property.

1. Tax incentives Tax-based incentives, including offsets, deductions and feebate schemes, to reduce cost
of installing environmentally sustainable retrofits in rental properties.

1. Grants, subsidies and rebates Rebates, subsidies and grants available to landlords to encourage the installing of
environmentally sustainable retrofits in rental properties.

1. Energy efficiency loans Low interest or interest-free loans for environmentally sustainable retrofits.
1. Innovative financial arrangement Schemes that allow landlords or a third-party investor to ‘sell-on’ energy savings from the

environmentally sustainable retrofit to tenants.

Heffernan, T. W., Heffernan, E. E., Reynolds, N., Lee, T., & Daly, M. (Currently under review). The carrot and the stick: 
Policy pathways to an environmentally sustainable rental housing sector. Submitted with Energy Policy.



Lifecycle cost, embodied energy and operational energy

Kneifel, J., O’Rear, E., Webb, D., & O’Fallon, C. (2018). An exploration of the relationship between improvements in 
energy efficiency and life-cycle energy and carbon emissions using the BIRDS low-energy residential database. 
Energy and Buildings, 160, 19–33. 

Results suggest that net-zero energy 
performance can be gained for negligible 
costs, or even cost savings, to the 
homeowner



Lifecycle share of embodied vs operational energy

Chastas, P., Theodosiou, T., & Bikas, D. (2016). Embodied energy in residential buildings-towards 
the nearly zero energy building: A literature review. Building and Environment, 105, 267–282. 

> EE leads to 
greater 
significance of 
embodied energy



Energy Efficiency Decision-Making in Apartment Construction
Research methods

Stakeholder 
type 

Total 
(33)

Developer 13
Designer 7
ESD 
consultant

1

Local 
Council

3

Certifier 1
Building 
contractor

6

Marketing & 
Sales

2

Stage 1
Data Collection Analysis
Literature Review
Stage 2
Purposively sampled 
interviews across the 
construction process (n = 33)

Thematic analysis
Process mapping
PESTEL
Causal Loop Analysis

Stage 3
Online survey of industry 
stakeholders (n =74)

Descriptive statistics
Dynamic simulation modelling 
(iThink/STELLA)
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